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Television for youth, by youth.

Teacher Anthony Perrotta (right) oversees a shoot with camera operator Alexa MacKenzie and Natalie Sirianni from Saint

Paul High School. Nick Perry
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NIAGARA FALLS -- It's a television show by young adults for young adults.

When the students of Saint Paul High School got tired of watching the same old superficial, commercialized, bubble-gum,

youth-oriented programs on television, they decided to take matters into their own hands by creating a show that would appeal

to their generation.

The end result is 'On Rotation,' Niagara's newest television show. Produced by the Saint Paul Media Tech Society, the 20-

minute show will dive into the essence of youth culture, focusing on timely issues and slices of pop culture. Unlike many

information programs currently on the air, 'On Rotation' will take on a non-traditional documentary style of filming -- a format not

seen in conventional shows.

"It's youth TV, produced by youth with a mature and progressive voice," said teacher Anthony Perrotta of the show. "Nothing has

ever been done in this area before. This show is going to have a lot of substance and it'll give these kids a chance to be taken

seriously, because they often don't."

An after school venture, the students of the Society volunteer their time to produce the program. For the first program, which will

feature an interview with members of local rock band Marble Index, the students spent an additional five hours after school

learning how to put together their first show.

"It was difficult to get the bands for an interview (for our first show)," said producer Natalie Sirrianni, 16, who noted the students

didn't get home until 1 a.m. on the night of the first show. "There's a lot of planning and organizing going on, but it's fun at the

same time because we're doing something that we're interested in."

It was the first time 17-year-old Pat Sloan had ever picked up a camera. He was a little bit nervous because the entire show

depended on his handy work, but after a little coaching from his teacher Perrotta, Sloan got the hang of things.

"It's quite hard to keep the camera steady," said Sloan. "My back hurts because of it."

Director Alexa MacKenzie described her vision for 'On Rotation' as "laid-back intelligent," noting the presentation of serious

subjects in a laid-back manner. She said the show was a breath of fresh air and noted the quality in programming on channels

such as MuchMusic, that were geared towards a youthful audience, have declined.

"These innovative and creative students worked like professionals," added Perrotta. "You won't be disappointed with the
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product."

The Saint Paul Media Tech Society will produce eight episodes of 'On Rotation' to run over a two-month period scheduled for an

early November airing on Cogeco cable television.
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